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From the President …

April 2021

Greetings TTR family. Here’s hoping that all of your
Triumphs passed the antifreeze test during the Great
February Freeze, and additionally your homes and lesser vehicles. Maybe like the Texas Wild Flowers they
will come back stronger and more beautiful than ever. By the time you receive this Bluebonnet many of
you will have enjoyed this year’s Bluebonnet Run to
Washington on the Brazos. The beauty of the April
Texas landscape is always enhanced by the presence of
numerous LBCs passing in review and this year was no
exception. We had 16 Triumphs and 30 top-down, sun
loving people who enjoyed the day. Thank you Mike &
Sallie Rouse for planning another terrific event for our
driving and visual pleasure.
Another exciting topic is that the Houston & Harris
County Covid infection numbers seem to be responding
to the thousands of vaccinations being administered
weekly and there is optimism that it may be reasonable
to plan and organize in person gatherings, like Saturday
breakfasts and monthly Club meetings, in the near future. Our resident health & safety expert, John Barrett, is monitoring the local trends and will brief us on
his thoughts and recommendation during our April
Zoom meeting. Fingers crossed for returning to those
social activities sooner rather than later.
Lastly, and very important, I wish to call your attention
to the email you all received from me on Mar 24 regarding the need to fill our Vice President for Local
Events position. With the end of the pandemic hopefully around the corner, filling this role is increasingly
important since all of us will want to get back into the
swing of enjoying our cars and the fellowship of TTR
gatherings. Examples of the type of events to be organized by the VP for Events include monthly dinner
drives, seeing a TTR night at the movies, attending
events and seeing sights around Houston, and organizing local driving events. The VP for Events is responsible to plan & organizing these kind of events and we
already have a few folks who have volunteered to assist. There will be nothing wrong with the VP delegating the actual work on these to this team of volunteers. Texas Triumph Register is one of the best Clubs
in the VTR because of our spirit of ownership and volunteering to keep TTR strong. Please, contact me before April 3rd to indicate that you would like to volunteer.

Until we see you on the April 10th monthly meeting
Zoom, get those Triumphs on the road.
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Tales of a Wondering Mechanic – Jerry Gruss
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You may have heard of Triumphs that have been
enhanced to get every bit of performance possible. Numerous upgrades are available including
"roller rockers". A new "roller rocker" has recently been developed that offers the best illusion of
performance at a fraction of the cost, and does
not involve any engine work. This new technology
leverages from some very old technology making it
perfect for us old timers and our old cars.
The new roller rocker assembly replaces your existing seat rails with rocking chair legs mounted to
roller skates. After the simple installation, you
will feel every bit of acceleration exaggerated by
the rocker rocking backwards, followed by the roll
of the rollers rolling the seat back until your foot
comes off the gas pedal. Quick stops will also be
more exciting due to the rocker plunging your
chest into the steering wheel, followed by your
waist rolling towards the dash.

Wondering Mechanic

Classic Rocker

Miata replacement

Mid-century Bucket

Performance Rocker

Rocker Assembly Options

Roller Assembly

This enhancement may not improve your time at
the autocross, but it will always make you feel like
you are rocking and rolling. I don't plan to install
rocker rollers, and do not suggest that you do, but
try to be a happy April fool anyway.
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TTR Meeting Minutes for March

April 2021

This was the twelfth virtual monthly meeting via Zoom. The Covid situation continues to require meeting virtually.
TTR President Hal Sharp brought the meeting to order at 3:07 after some fun interaction by the virtual attendees. There were ~ 44 attendees present in-person and by proxy constituting a quorum for
club business.
Opening Comments – Hal thanked the members for their participation, thanked Fred Wagner for hosting the Zoom meeting, and proceeded with the planned meeting agenda. Hal designated the meeting as
the 40th Anniversary Meeting.
Approval of Minutes – M/S/A to approve the minutes from the last meeting as published in the last
Bluebonnet.
Membership - Mike Hado – reported 197 member families, same as last month. Mike reminded the attendees that he will send out a “Dues are Due” email next month.
Treasurer’s Report – Hal Sharp for Patsy Papp – reported the inflows, outflows, and current balance.
Regalia - John Wakefield – reported that he had nothing to report. Hal - posed a question to the members about possible regalia using the new 40th Anniversary Logo. John Wakefield mentioned that you
can order custom shirts from Land’s End and it can be any style with the club logo. John Hanten will
send the high-resolution 40th Logo to John Wakefield to get things set up with Land’s End.
IT – Hal Sharp for Bob Pennington – nothing to report. John Hanten - reported that now all the issues
of the Bluebonnet are on the archival website, as well as special content from the Club Timeline, Logo
History, and Trophy Room.
Special Events
• Bluebonnet Run – Hal Sharp for Mike Rouse - reported on the upcoming Bluebonnet Run on

March 27 to Washington-On-The-Brazos State Park. They have a covered pavilion there that
can be reserved for $75. M/S/A to approve $75 to reserve the pavilion for the event.

• Other Future Club Events – Hal Sharp for Mike Rouse – Mike is working on a list of some fun

Saturday Drives to get out during the upcoming nice weather. Mike has also started initial planning for the Fall Falling Leaves Tour.

• Local Events – Hal Sharp – reported that he had talked with James Moore about some local

events / tech sessions that would be held on Saturdays following a breakfast event.
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• Autocross – Hal Sharp for Dusty Nicholson - reported that the police academy track might be

opening sooner than October as reported earlier.

• FOG Trip – Dave Smith – reported that the FOG Drive will be from May 4 – 19. The route will

be to Upstate New York, including a visit to Watkins Glen International race facility. There are
ten Triumphs (11 people) signed up for the trip.

• Non-TTR future events of interest:
 May 2 – Shriner’s Fly-in event at Galveston Scholes Field. Details are on the MG Club web-

site.

 July 23-25 – Kastner Cup Race - Portland (OR) International Raceway
 September 14-18 – VTR Nationals - Edmond, Oklahoma
 October 14-17 – Triumphest 2021 – Flagstaff, AZ

Breakfast Meetings – John Barrett – reported that things are looking better and he met Sam for a
breakfast at Niners restaurant in Katy. The required mask sign had been removed, and most of the
people were sitting outside. John is monitoring the trends posted by the Texas Medical Center. He
recommended waiting to see if there an uptick following Spring Break, and perhaps start planning something at the end of the month.
Old Business
• TTR AutoRama Display –

ready to be picked up.

Hal Sharp - thanked Jim Farrell for getting the display materials

• Monthly Meeting Hosts – Hal Sharp – commented that he is still looking for volunteers to host

monthly meetings when they can occur again. The next scheduled meeting date is April 10.

Adjourn - M/S/A to adjourn at 3:49.

Minutes recorded and edited by John Hanten
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TTR March Meeting Photos and Schedule
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TTR March Meeting Photos and Schedule
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Monthly Meetings Scheduled:
• TBD - TTR Party Event
• April - Likely Zoom Meeting
• May – Len Myers
• June – Rick Cassani & LeAnn Hill
• July – Jeff & Angela Harris
• August – Louise Carter
• September • October - Sharon & Eric Schumann
• November – James Moore

Screenshot Photos - John Hanten & Fred Wagner
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Member News - Mike Hado
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New Members: No new members last month

TTR Birthdays for April
Richard Coselli

1

Ted Hirsch

1

Jonathan Barg

2

Jaime Forero

5

Orit Pennington

5

Lorena Durrant

6

Karen Kirsis

6

Paulani Tom

8

Larry Smith

9

Gil McCollin

10

Brett Doty

12

Bill Cook

14

Dusty Nicholson

14

Wendy Reynolds

15

Bill Wally

15

Amy Simpson

16

Alan Wilson

16

James Reynolds

17

Chris Shamaly

17

Craig Raymond

18

Maggie Hubert

19

Judy Jones-Vaughan 22
Wendy Kothmann

22

Stephen Zagorski

22

Patsy Papp

29

John Wakefield

30

Bob Pennington

30
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TTR Club Calendar
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Club Events
Breakfast Meetings

- Saturday Travelling Breakfasts are starting up
again beginning Saturday, April 3. Look for email
from Mike Hado for specifics regarding location,
time and safety protocols.

Monthly Meetings

- virtual via ZOOM until further notice

NOTE; See the TTR Meetup website for specific information for all events:
https://www.meetup.com/TexasTriumphRegister/
When breakfast meetings resume we meet between 7:30 am & 8 am for coffee & usually eat Breakfast at around
8:00 am. Some venues do not open until 9:00 and we adjust accordingly….details will be on the announcement.
Car viewing after Breakfast

Non-club Triumph and Other Events
•

Keels & Wheels Concours - May 1-2, Lakewood Yacht Club, Seabrook, TX

•

Shriners Fly-In - May 2, Galveston Airport, ShrinersFlyIn.org

•

Kastner Cup Race - July 23 - 25, Portland, OR

•

VTR 2021 National Convention - Sept. 14-18, Edmond, OK https://www.triumphsokc.org/

•

Triumphest 2021 - Oct. 14-17, Flagstaff, AZ

https://houstonmgcc.com/

Triumphest 2021
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Gary Johnston Memorial Bluebonnet Run

April 2021

Background
The 2021 TTR driving season continued with the 25th
running of the annual Gary Johnston Memorial Bluebonnet Run on March 27, 2021. This event is held each
spring and timed to hopefully coincide with a location
and date to enable viewing of Texas wildflowers, particularly bluebonnets. The target viewing area is usually west of Houston, with pit-stops for fuel, sightseeing stops for Bluebonnets and other wildflowers, and
ends with a group lunch. The event is named after
Gary Johnston, a very active and energetic TTR member and officer in the late 80’s - early 90’s who died in
1991 while co-piloting a corporate aircraft in Borneo.
This was the second official TTR drive in 2021 under
Covid safety restrictions, but members who participated in the January Polar Bear Run learned that it
was possible to have a fun driving event while maintaining Covid safety protocols. The TTR turnout for
this event was large and again reflected the pent-up
demand to get out and drive our cars, enjoy the
weather, see the wildflowers, and do some socializing.
The driver’s briefing meeting was scheduled for 8:45,
and by then TTR participants had arrived from many
locations in the Greater Houston area including: Magnolia, Spring, Cypress, Belaire, Katy, Sugar Land, and
League City. Like the Polar Bear Run earlier this year,
this event was BYOL (lunch) and BYOC (chair).

Bluebonnets in Texas
Texas designated the bluebonnet as the official state
flower in 1901. Bluebonnet flowers were named for the
blue color and sunbonnet-shaped petals.
Bluebonnets are not just the state flower - Texas has
also designated an official bluebonnet tartan, bluebonnet
city (Ennis, Texas), bluebonnet trail (also in Ennis), bluebonnet festival (Chappell Hill Bluebonnet Festival), and
bluebonnet flower song. The Bluebonnet also happens
to be the name of the multi-award-winning newsletter of
the Texas Triumph Register!

Meet-Up
This year the drive began with a Meet-Up at the
Timewise Exxon station on Barker Cypress Road, a
convenient launch point for the drive with a large
parking area for the event staging and socializing.
The weather was overcast, breezy, and on the cool
side at the Meet-Up location, but rain held off for the
entire day producing excellent driving conditions
throughout the route.
At 8:45, Mike Rouse, VP of Special Events, held the
drivers meeting to brief the participants on the plans

Triumphs lined up at the meet-up location
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Gary Johnston Memorial Bluebonnet Run
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Pre drive socializing

More socializing….good to get out

Mike conducting the driver’s meeting

Getting the show on the road
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Gary Johnston Memorial Bluebonnet Run
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“Get your motor runnin’ “
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Gary Johnston Memorial Bluebonnet Run
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“Head out on the Highway”

for the trip and go over the route details. The meeting
was short, due to the excellent driver’s package prepared by Mike, and the experience of the participants
who had all been on at least one TTR driving event.
Following the driver’s briefing, the participants hopped
in their cars, got their motors runnin’, and headed out
on the highway shortly before 9:00, as per schedule.

“Lookin’ for Adventure”

The initial route headed northwest towards Brenham,
but not in a beeline. The direct route is US-290, a major thoroughfare with heavy traffic and high speeds,
which is exactly what a caravan of tiny Triumphs did
not need. The selected route ended at the same destination via many back roads through quiet neighborhoods, growing increasingly rural as we got further
away from Houston. The northwest direction was
achieved by travelling due north, and then due west, on
roads aligned to survey sections. The turns were ninety-degrees, and the segments until the next turn were
mostly straight. Along the way to the pit-stop we
passed large estates, summer camps, horse stables and
boarding facilities, and pasture lands.
“And Whatever Comes our Way”
15

Gary Johnston Memorial Bluebonnet Run
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Pit Stop
The planned pit-stop was in Navasota, TX at the Hi-Ho
Shell Station. This was a good choice with lots of gas
pumps, a big convenience store, and plenty of parking.
Several drive participants joined the caravan at this
scheduled stop, and after refueling and stretching our
legs, the group headed out to the next planned stop in
Old Baylor Park.

Lining up for the next leg of the drive

Pit stop at the Hi-Ho market

Mingling at the pit stop

Perfect driving conditions
16

Gary Johnston Memorial Bluebonnet Run
The driving route to the park became increasingly hilly
with winding turns, perfect conditions for our Triumphs. There was very light traffic along the selected
route, so it was easy to keep the caravan together and
moving at near the speed limit. Along the way there
were patches of bluebonnets and other wildflowers,
holding promise that we might get some good bluebonnet viewing at the end destinations. The participants
might not have been aware of the fact that we were
simultaneously travelling along the Texas Independence
Trail, the Texas Bluebonnet Trail, and given the proximity to Easter, possibly the Easter Bunny trail.

April 2021

There were lots of tourists in the park taking pictures
of the wildflowers and historic buildings. Also in the
park was a large Easter Bunny, like a Mall Santa, that
would allow tourists to pose with the humanoid bunny
while holding a real bunny for a fee. This was actually
quite clever and attracted lots of children and the
young-at-heart to pose with the Easter Bunny. The
TTR participants, never a group to shy away from a
cheesy photo-op, negotiated a favorable rate for a
memorable group photo.

Old Baylor Park
Old Baylor Park is a popular picnic spot in Independence, TX, and the original location of Baylor University,
chartered in 1845 by the Republic of Texas. Today,
only the columns of the Baylor Female College Building
completed in 1857 remain. The group spent about a half
hour at the park, taking pictures, viewing the old buildings, and enjoying the abundance of flowers that were
there. The group investigated the old buildings and a
general store with an antique gas pump.

Easter Bunny - will pose for a fee

Baylor Female College Building Columns

Group photo - TTR meets the Easter Bunny
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The Triumphs were parked in a long line and attracted
lots of attention and questions. Given the increasing
scarcity of our cars, it is possible that many of the
younger tourists had never seen a Triumph car before,
and some of the tourists were delighted to sit in a Triumph and have their photos taken (for free of course),

More mingling and socializing

Parade of cars at Old Baylor Park

Randy at rest with the wildflowers

Walking around, checking out old buildings

Bucket-list photo-op in Mike’s TR4A
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Secret Bluebonnet Field
Departing from Old Orchard Park, the group headed
southwest and turned onto a side road in search of the
Secret Bluebonnet Field. The club had stumbled across
this field in 2018 while travelling back roads to get to
the destination restaurant in Brenham, TX. The group
stopped in 2018 and took lots of photos, and the iPhone
photos had the latitude-longitude coordinates which
were forwarded to Mike Rouse to see if he could duplicate the 2018 results. The Secret Bluebonnet Field
did not disappoint and was even more spectacular than
before. The Triumphs were again parked in a line, and
the group spent about a half hour taking photos from
every possible angle of the sea of bluebonnets interspersed with some bright Indian paintbrushes.

Photo opportunities

Field of Dreams

Wildflowers everywhere

Bluebonnets and Indian paintbrushes
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Washington-on-the-Brazos
Departing from the Secret Bluebonnet Field the caravan headed to Washington-on-the-Brazos State Park,
the birthplace of Texas. The park is expansive and
very nice, and features a large visitor’s center (free)
and a museum (admission charge) that document the
history and culture of the area, with focus on the
events leading up to the Convention of 1836, establishing Texas as a republic. Around the rear of the park is
a group picnic area with a covered pavilion that was reserved for the event lunch. The weather continued to
cooperate, the pavilion was large and airy, and there
were no bugs…..overall perfect conditions.

Heading to the Park

Parking for the picnic

Birthplace of Texas

The Pavilion

Colorful classic car panorama - sixteen Triumphs
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Colorful classics in the park

Chef John heating pizza lunch on his Spit-O-Matic

“Born to be Wild….”

Picnic lunch in the pavilion

After the picnic lunch, the participants formed ad-hoc
caravans to head back to their respective locales in the
Houston region.
21
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Roster

Gary Johnston Memorial
Bluebonnet Run

A total of thirty TTR members participated in this
Bluebonnet Run in sixteen Triumphs of various types,
and three lesser cars, another good turnout.
Overall, this was a nice addition to another active
event year for the Texas Triumph Register. Mike and
Sallie Rouse are commended for their excellent planning and execution of this event.

Trip coordinators Sallie & Mike Rouse

Car #

Triumph

Member

1

TR4

2

TR4A

3

TR3

Ken & Sherri Wasilewski

4

TR6

John Hanten & Nancy Money

5

TR6

Hal & Debbie Sharp

6

Spitfire

7

TR6

Tim Maxwell

8

Spitfire

John Barrett

9

TR8

Fred Wagner

10

TR6

Len Myers

11

TR6

Eric & Sharon Schumann

12

TR3A

13

TR6

14

TR3B

15

TR6

Tim & Linda Malone

16

TR3

Jerry & Pru Gruss

17

Truck

Abe & Maggie Rosa

18

Explorer

Randy & Val DeRuiter

19

Santa Fe

Jim & Melissa Farrell

Mike & Sallie Rouse
Mike Hado

Rick Trenholme

Don Brown
John & Cindy Blum
Bill Sysman

Story: John Hanten, Mike Rouse
Photos: Fred Wagner, John Hanten, Mike Hado,
Nancy Money
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Ramblings from the Road - TR8
As many of you know, I have two Triumphs – a 1971
TR6, and a 1980 TR8. Those of you who have joined
TTR in the past couple of years might find that disclosure surprising, as you have probably never seen me
driving the TR8. Thanks to the generous donation of
their time and talents, Mike Rouse, Randy DeRuiter,
Karl Rettenmaier, John Baguley, and (of course, the
man with the tools, talent and uber-garage) James
Moore, I plan to remedy that situation.
By way of some background, I purchased my Midas
Gold, 1980 TR8 in December of 2011. It was a bit of an
impulse purchase, as I was presented with a great opportunity to purchase a car that was different and rare
from the usual TR3s, TR6s and Spitfires in the club.
Having decided, following a health scare, that I would
spend more time doing things outside of work and enjoying all that life had to offer, I dove into the purchase. In May, 2012, I joined the FOGs as an honorary
FOG, and traveled to Road Atlanta and the Great
Smoky Mountains. After spending a couple of weeks
preparing the car for the lengthy trip, I set off with
the FOGs. Unfortunately, a missed fuel filter (wrongly
diagnosed as a fuel pump problem), brought the trip to

Fred Wagner

April 2021

a temporary halt in roughly two hours. After some side
of the road repairs and installation of an inline fuel
pump (and removing the offending filter), the car never
left me stranded for the rest of that 11 day trip. Unfortunately, a particular FOG trip organizer jumped on
the chance to re-name his “First to Break Down” award
after me for the early stoppage of our trip.
The next three and half years passed without incident,
enjoying both cars; driving the TR8 whenever work was
being done on the TR6; then came the January, 2016
Polar Bear Run. After reaching our midpoint stop, TTR
continued its journey through east Texas. Somewhere
outside Porter, Texas, we began to brake for traffic
ahead. As I started to brake, I noticed the pedal
seemed softer than before we left that morning. I
next saw the frantic arm waving of Zora and Dave Bryant, traveling in their TR6 behind me, followed by repeated horn-blowing. I interpreted the antics to mean
I needed to pull over; so I pulled in a small convenience
store’s parking lot (near their gas pump). I was greeted by Dave yelling that my car was on fire, and his
spraying my left rear wheel with an extinguisher. Mike
Hado tried to diagnose the problem, and decided to

Fred and the TR8 on a “Hot Parade Lap” at Road Atlanta in 2012
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step on the brake pedal once again, reigniting another
quick flash of fire. The car was towed home in disgrace.
Jump ahead three months, with the Regionals in Oklahoma City approaching. I got tired of staring at the
car with burned brake shoes and melted wheel cylinders, and ordered the parts to rebuild the brakes.
With the assistance of Randy DeRuiter, we rebuilt the
rear brakes in time for me to leave for the Regionals.
Speculation mounted that perhaps my emergency brake
had frozen up, so I made sure that I had new adjusting
hardware on each brake, and that all connections were
working freely. I only had an evening to drive the car
and test the brakes; they seemed to be working correctly. The next day I set off to meet Nancy Money
and John Hanten, and Richard Dicks, to caravan to the
Regionals. As we traveled along the Beltway to head
north on Interstate 45, I smelled something acrid. I
figured the new brake shoes might be wearing and
seating themselves (trying to be optimistic), and as I
traveled north, the smell stopped. Then, as I braked
for some traffic, that same sinking pedal occurred.
This was followed by a Good Samaritan telling me that
it looks liked I had “sparks coming from the muffler”.
My heart sank as I pulled into the breakdown lane. The
brakes had flambéed themselves once again; the car
was towed home, yet again in disgrace. After two
brake fires in four months, I pushed the car into the
garage, and chose to concentrate my attentions on the
“reliable” TR6 in the garage. I bought all of the replacement parts once again, put the car up on jack
stands…and there it sat. Feelings of disgust fought
with my desire to get the car back on the road; but
given the last results of my work on the car, I knew
that I needed someone else’s help to properly diagnose
this hot mess. However, with most folks busy with
their own projects, I didn’t push a request for help on
other club members. And the TR8 sat there, occasionally being started and dusted off.
Fast forward to March, 2021 – after some discussions
online and in-person (pre-pandemic) with John Baguley,
urging me to get the TR8 back on the road (he’d never
seen the car in person). John brought together a talented group that offered to help get the car roadworthy. Key to this project was James Moore volunteering
to pick up the car and trailer it to his mechanic’s dream

The TR8 meets the TTR “Garage Squad”
of a garage. Fortunately, with his Datsun 240Z restomod project off at a local garage for some specialized
work, garage space became free for a limited time.
With a commitment for help and the facilities, I ordered all of the necessary parts for as many projects
(starting with completing the brakes, as I had finished
the left side, but was struggling with the right side),
along with any perishables (per James). After putting
my new set of tires on the car (replacing the good looking, but long out of date tires), I pushed the car into
the sunlight, and then out to the street, to await
James and his trailer.
On Saturday, March 6th, I met our skilled mechanics
team for breakfast, before we traveled to James’
home. I had written down a comprehensive list of
tasks to complete, and each person seemed to gravitate
to certain tasks, all under the watchful eye of James
Moore. Mike Rouse, Randy DeRuiter and Karl Ret24
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TR8 on the lift, while we prepare for tasks at hand

John searches for the oil leak's source

tenmaier worked on the right brake, and removal of the
right axle, to check on the condition of the seals and
bearings following two baking sessions. John Baguley,
ever the dedicated Wedge fan, jumped on locating the
source of my oil leaks up front (tightening all of the
pan bolts to spec), before moving on to draining the oil
and fighting a stubborn oil filter, replacing my failed
clutch slave cylinder, and replacing my front brake lines
(out of an abundance of caution). Having concluded,
through the process of elimination, that my brake lockup problem was related to a collapsed rear, flexible
brake hose (which joins the hard pipes coming from the
front of the car, and joining the hard lines on the rear
axle), I replaced the flexible line at the rear. I then

moved up to tackle the excessive vibration and looseness of the transmission shifter, replacing the rear
transmission mount and the perished bushings on the
actual linkage (what a difference this made). We ended our day having completed much of the list, with the
plan for me to come back the next day to bleed the
clutch and brakes, and replace my coolant and radiator
hoses.

The group takes stock of the car

Mike and Karl working on the e-brake

Oh, the best laid plans of mice and men. As James and
I prepared to bleed the brakes on the 7 th, he noted
that the left bleed valve was in the wrong position. As
he flipped the bleeder and the hard line on the cylinder, we ran into a problem getting the brake line to
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Having time available on March 10th, I met up at James’
garage, and we proceeded with flushing and bleeding
the brakes and clutch. We next moved on to exchanging the alternator – only to find out, once I had unbolted and removed the alternator, that it did not match

The brain trust examines the rear axle bearing
properly seat. The threads appeared to be damaged.
After multiple attempts to seat the line, James hit upon the idea of using the rear brake line from Richard
Dicks’ fire damaged parts car, which James had obtained from TTR member Abe Rosa. After removing
my old line, and removing the one from Dicks’ car, we
tried to put on the brake line – no joy. It would not
start in the threads. Facing a car with no rear brakes,
James and I used a die thread chaser to clean up the
threads. With the clean-up done, the pipe was able to
be seated into the wheel cylinders. On a side note,
James observed that my voltmeter seemed to be hovering on the lower side of normal. Checking the alternator, we saw it was only putting out 12.6-12.8 volts;
with some online searching, James ordered a new alternator from a local parts store, for pick up the following
day. However, by this time on Sunday, James had commitments to attend, and we agreed to return for a
third day.

James tries seating the new brake line
the current electrical hookups of the old one, and that
it was of lower amperage for a non A/C car. Stopping
work, we traveled to three different parts store; first
to return the other alternator, and then see if we
could find a correct one. We could not find one. I decided to either get mine rebuilt locally, or try to find
someone out there that could supply a plug-n-play new
one (it’s getting rebuilt right now). We returned to the
garage to finish the bleeding of both the brakes and
clutch. Then, the hand of fate stepped in when James
suggested we go ahead and drain the coolant and replace the radiator hoses. With no petcock, we cut the
lower hose, draining the coolant. I then removed the
26
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with using a Dremel cutting blade to cut the clamp and
remaining piece of hose. With the upper hose changed,
along with two outlet plugs, the radiator was refilled
and we were ready for a test drive. For the first time
since the spring of 2016, the car was back on the road
and performed better than it had since its purchase.

The upper radiator hose from hell
lower hose and replaced it with a new one. We then
both tackled the upper hose, which while easy to remove from the thermostat housing, put up a titanic
fight at the radiator outlet. In addition to a stripped
nut on the clamp, the location of the outlet (under the
nose of the car) made the removal almost impossible.
After both of us took a hand at removing it, cursing
both the names and parentage of the engineers that
designed and located this radiator, I found success

I often referred to TTR as a family; one that often
jumps in to help others in need. Having grown tired of
hearing me complain about difficulties in getting back
on the road, I want to thank the TTR garage squad
that assisted me in knocking out my mechanical wish
list; John, Randy, Mike, Karl, and James. A special
thanks to James Moore for his patience with both me
and my car, for his allowing me to use his garage, tools
and trailering, and for his time on what became a three
day session. The car is home, and has even driven
around my neighborhood; however, like all things Triumph, the work never ends. The alternator is out for
rebuild, and Randy DeRuiter is coming the week of
March 22nd to assist in pulling the left axle to regrease the bearings. Hopefully, the TR8 will be ready
for the Bluebonnet Run.

The TR8 is back on the road, once again
“If a thing is worth doing, it is worth doing well. If it
is worth having, it is worth waiting for.” - Oscar Wilde.
John tackles the front brake lines
Story & Photos - Fred Wagner

Let’s hope the wait was worth it.

Fred Wagner
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Partial List of TTR Regalia
Item
$
Ladies Hats
12
Gray TTR T-shirts
15
Grille Badge
35
Men’s Hats
15
License Plate Frames
20
Hat Pins
7.5
Iron on Logo Patches
5
3
TR-3 Coffee Cups
For more information and availability of shirt sizes, or If you have ideas
or requests for new items, contact John Wakefield, Regalia Master.
See website for additional info. Customized TTR-logo shirts are available through Lands End on-line purchase.
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Currently I have molds for round refrigerator magnets, rectangular pendants (ornaments or magnets), coasters,
and shelf plates. The round designs are available as 2.25” magnets, 4” rimmed cork-backed coasters, or 7” shelf
plates.
Late-TR6 available Triumph colors

Other Triumph-related designs

TTR Drive Souvenir Magnets
2019 Falling Leaves

2021 Polar Bear Run

2020 Bluebonnet Run

2020 Round Top Lunch Run

Pricing:
•
•
•
•

Round Magnets - $5
Pendants - $5 (drilled with jump ring included, or as magnets)
Coasters - $7 ea., any 4 for $25
Shelf Plate $20 (Stand is $2 additional)

Please contact me for any requests. I will be bringing finished pieces to the TTR monthly meetings, and can
cast to order. jbh
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This is another Bluebonnet newsletter article showcasing photos and sales prices of recent Triumph cars sold (or
offered) at auction. The articles will rotate through the various Triumph models each month.
This month features Triumph TR7 sales from Bring a Trailer website. The site has additional sales information
and detailed descriptions going back six years.
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Thanks to the special edition of the Bluebonnet published in March, it was great having my first month
off in years from having to provide some verbiage
that our esteemed Editor would actually accept. You
would think that having an extra month to produce
content would allow me to produce a better quality
of diatribe than normal. I’ll leave that up to you, but
I highly suspect that won’t be the case!

In February, I received an email from Abe Rosa concerning a TR8 he had purchased from club member,
Mike Gruy. Abe knew I was looking for some NLA
parts for the TR7 V8 project and asked if I would
be interested in a free TR8. Apparently, Abe had
purchased the TR8 with intentions of getting it back
on the road, but after a lengthy discussion with the
Texas DMV about the title that stated something
like “You will NEVER, EVER, EVER put this car back
on any road in the state of Texas”, Abe realized that
pursuit was a dead-end.
For those of you not in the know, this is Diane &
Richard Dick’s award winning TR8 that unfortunately
got destroyed by an engine fire around 2006. I gave
Richard a quick call and he said he would be glad to
see all or parts of Diane’s car back on the road again,
so Karl Rettenmaier and I headed to Abe and Maggie’s hacienda in La Porte, trailer in tow.
Abe is pretty much like the rest of us undiagnosed
LBC hoarders as he had the TR8, a TR7, a GT6 drag
car and a Rover Sedan all hidden away in his compound. Abe’s vocation is rebuilding carburetors for
mostly American muscle cars, so it was interesting to
look through his collection of rebuildable carbs and
his shop. Plus, his GT6 racer is very cool. We finally
got around to looking at the TR8. Once you discount
the fire damage, it was obvious that the car had
been a very low mileage, original car, plus it had the
TR8 5-speed, power steering, coolant overflow tank
and other miscellaneous parts, I didn’t know I needed, like the pristine trunk lid without holes for a luggage rack. After visiting with Maggie and Abe for a
bit, we loaded up and got back on the road back to
Houston.

Once I got the TR8 home, I quickly conscripted my
usual victims (Mike Rouse & John Baguley) for a play
date to tear into the TR8 a bit to get the engine,
tranny and other usable bits out of the car. As I had
about a week to further look into the TR8 before
then, I really started to appreciate how nice of a car
it was. A thought started creeping up into my subconscious: why don’t I rebuild this car versus the
TR7? A quick call to my TR7/TR8 counselor had
John over to the house to confirm the TR8 would be
a good candidate to rebuild. Forget about that pesky
DMV title, right? Anyway, John mentioned that not
only did the TR8 need a new driver’s floor, it also
needed the entire firewall replaced, along with the
sill. It would be a huge project, plus the whole licensing issue that Abe had originally tackled would
still be a big issue. WHEW, thanks, John, for talking
me down from that cliff.
We’re getting pretty good tearing apart TR7s, but
getting the Rover V8 and 5-speed tranny out all connected took quite a bit of prying. I watched a
YouTube video afterwards showing another guy removing the V8 and they removed the tranny from
the bottom of the car and then turned the engine
sideways as they pulled it out of the car. This makes
much more sense than our having to pry sheet metal
out of the way to allow us to clear the dampener on
the front of the engine. That’s all part of the learning process, I suppose. I now have the 5-speed bellhousing, overflow tank, miscellaneous brackets I
needed, the trunk lid, tail lights, headlight nacelles
and TR8 dash pieces. John took the special edition
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wheels and plans on getting them powder coated and
installed on his TR7. If anyone needs a slightly
toasty Rover V8 that turns over nicely, the power
steering rack, the TR8 subframe, doors, or a totally
rust free trunk and fenders please let me know. Continuing with Abe’s generosity, it’s yours free of
charge. However, you have to take the whole rolling
chassis.

I mentioned in a previous column that the 240Z had
to go to Awesome Z for an alignment prior to their
closing their doors in late March. Anyway, Doug gave
me a call that he had a few days free from shutting
down his business and for me to bring the Z over in
late February. After taking my car to the shop and
not hearing from Doug for about 2 weeks, I took a
drive out to his shop and found out that he was not
particularly happy with my suspension installation. He
said that some of the suspension would need to be
removed, adjusted and then reinstalled before he
could get to the actual alignment stuff. He admitted
that the company I bought the parts from made
good parts, but their documentation was mostly nonexistent, even with all the YouTubers that install
the parts on their Zs. As I know most of Doug’s mechanics had moved to other shops in town and he was
trying to unwind 30 years of being in the business
with minimal help, I asked what I could do. He suggested I bring my tools over to his shop and he
would tell me what I needed to do to get the car
ready for the alignment. Two days of my wrenching,
his guidance and some help from one of his buddies
who is an excellent Z mechanic had the Z ready. Two
hours of alignment fiddling had the Z ready for the
road.
I’ll admit that my suspension expertise is in the
TR250/TR6 and RX7 area, not so much with the Z,
but after having worked with Doug for two days, I
learned quite a bit about how to do the initial setup
of components when you have parts with almost infinite adjustability. An interesting experience. The
stock Z suspension setup is very easy to work with,
but when you start adding coilovers, adjustable
swaybar end-links, adjustable control arms, adjusta-
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ble tension compression rods and other adjustable
stuff, thinks start getting a bit hairy. I suspect I
went way overboard on the suspension of the Z, but
it sure is pretty stuff.
Now that I finally had the alignment sorted, it was
time to get the Z over to Ripley’s Exhaust for the
exhaust system. Originally, I had purchased an exhaust builders kit from Summit Racing, a Vibrant
super quiet resonator, a Y-pipe and a Flowmaster
muffler. My original intent was to build the exhaust
system myself, but decided to let Ripley take care
of the job, especially as they have the equipment to
mandrel bend 3” pipe. I towed the Z over to Ripley’s
and spoke to Rodney (one of the owners) about all
the parts I had, what I wanted and then discussed
what he could do. As the 240Z is really a short car,
I had 3” long-tube headers installed and I wanted to
come from the dual headers, down to a single 3” exhaust that had both flex-joints, a resonator and a
quiet muffler, it was going to be challenging to fit all
that stuff in such a small package. Rodney said they
could do it, but – as it was going to take some time to
handle the mandrel bending – I would need to leave
the car in the shop for about a week and his guy
would work on the Z while still working on other exhaust jobs that come into the shop.
After a bit more than a week’s worth of time, I got
the call from Ripley’s that the exhaust was finished.
Dragging the trailer along, I headed off to Ripley. As
usual with any creative process, the exhaust wasn’t
100% as I’d visualized in my head, but everything
was as tight to the body as possible and solid as a
rock. His fabricator does nice, solid welds, but he
wasn’t exactly the artist with the purple, blue and
gold TIG welds that you see on TV, plus the stainless
steel wasn’t the shiny 304 stuff they use, either.
However, it’s a nice looking system that I can remove
and hit with the buffing pad to make super shiny if I
feel the need. For now, it’s time to move to finishing
the fuel system.
About 5 year’s ago I had Rick’s tanks in El Paso make
a tank for me that had a Walbro 255 liters per hour
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fuel pump installed in the tank. It was made from
304 stainless steel and had the most beautiful TIG
welds I’d ever seen. The only problem, it didn’t seem
to want to fit around the 240Z frame rails. I spent
some time talking to fabricators in Houston about
whether they could modify the tank for me with
most agreeing to do the job, but couldn’t discuss
price until I knew exactly what had to be modified. I
ended up calling Rick’s Tanks, telling them my story
and they hooked me up with one of their fabricators
named Hector. Hector told me to cut up the tank
how I needed to make it fit my car, send it back to
them and he’d make everything flow and reweld it so
I couldn’t tell it had been modified, all free of
charge. You can’t beat that sort of customer service.
I can sure tell they work with Hot Rodders as
there’s always some modifications needed no matter
how well you plan something out. Getting the tank
installed will pretty much complete my fuel system,
so hopefully I’ll have something to report out in that
area soon.
Our ex-President, Fred Wagner, has had his TR8
sitting up on jacks in his garage for a few years now.
Fred had a couple of incidents where his rear brakes
caught fire, so – needless to say – Fred didn’t have
much confidence in driving his car. As I had a bit of
garage time available while the Z was out at other
shops, I mentioned to Fred that I could pull together a group of people and give him a day in the shop to
see if we could remedy his issues and get his car
back on the road. Fred was game. Friday night I
went over to Fred’s with my trailer and we tied the
TR8 down to that. I then brought his car up to my
garage in preparation for a full Saturday of wrenching. Bright and early Saturday Fred and I met up
with John Baguley, Randy DeRuiter and Mike Rouse
for breakfast to discuss our plan of attack. Karl
Rettenmaier joined us a couple hours later at the
garage. Everyone worked hard, but by 4 pm we still
had quite a few issues to address, so we called it a
night and Fred and James continued working Sunday
afternoon. His TR8 continued to fight us enough
that we worked Wednesday afternoon to finally put
the final issues to bed. Getting the rear brakes
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sorted and bled correctly were definitely a challenge. Thank goodness we had Richard’s TR8 available as we had to take off a major brake line from his
car, cleanup the threads and install the line on Fred’s
car. We finally had Fred’s car running and stopping
well Wednesday night. I trailered the car over to
Fred Saturday afternoon and Fred backed it off the
trailer and took a victory lap around his block before
putting it into the garage for the night. Fred is currently addressing the alternator issue we uncovered
by getting his alternator rebuilt at Wood Alternator
and Starter. I suspect we’re going to see much more
of Fred and his TR8 very soon.
Hopefully, everyone has recovered from the freeze
we had in the Houston area. I didn’t have electricity
for a couple of days and, once it did come on, had to
deal with frozen pipes bursting in my master bathroom. As I have a well on my land, I was able to fill
water jugs up to flush the Johns, wash dishes, make
my coffee and etc. It was about a week before all
the plumbing issues were addressed and another few
days before I got the ceiling replaced in the bathroom. Once I got the water and power back, I noticed that my Johns were no longer flushing and had
to wait a few days before a pump in my Septic system could be replaced. AH, so nice to have power,
water and flushing toilets! Yesterday I got around to
checking my irrigation system and found out the device that stops the water, that goes to the sprinkler
heads, from getting into the house water had splits
in the copper fittings that required me to replace
the whole system. I got that fixed today, so hopefully no more surprises from the freeze!
That’s it for now. Keep playing with those cars! Plus,
stay safe!

TR8 Wreath Logo
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Upper Left – Abe & Maggie bidding farewell to the TR8.
Upper Right – Abe’s Rover needs some tires & a quick polish
and it’ll be back on the road again. Right!!
Lower Left – Karl pointing out the obvious on car #15.
Lower Right – Mike & John anxious to learn more about TR8s.
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Upper Left – Mike trying to get enough room to clear
the dampener.
Upper Right – Slightly char-broiled Rover V8.
Lower Left – Randy, Mike & John ready to help Fred
get his TR8 back on the road.
Middle Right – Fred, Mike & Karl hard at work.
Lower Right – This is Texas, right?
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Upper Left – Headers, flex pipe to Y-pipe.
Upper Right – Back home with an exhaust.
Lower Left – Resonator to muffler.
Middle Right – Hole in Master bathroom ceiling from
frozen pipes.
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Time continues to fly by, and April is approaching.
Overall things feel like they are loosening up and getting somewhat back to normal, at least here in Texas.
Our monthly meetings continue to be held via Zoom,
but the club has figured out how to get out and hold
driving events safely, with a bit of modification to the
previous format. We completed the Gary Johnston
Memorial Bluebonnet run a few days ago with a lovely
drive up to the Brenham area looking for bluebonnets
and ending with a picnic lunch in a state park. It was
fun to write a driving article again, and to have assistance from a willing group of roving photographers.
This month’s newsletter is a return to mostly normal,
following the special 40th Anniversary Edition last
month. Thank you TTR club members as well as readers from across the country who provided nice comments about the special issue. The TTR April issue has
historically contained a bit of April Foolery, so I included a bit of Foolery as well and had some fun doing
it.
I thank the regular contributors to this issue…..Hal,
Jerry, and James for their contributions, and Fred
Wagner for his feature article about getting his TR8
back on the road after a multiyear hiatus. Fred was on
the Bluebonnet Run and finished without any issues.
I plan to continue the theme of featuring TTR cars
from the 2019 Nationals, using text authored by members and photos provided by VTR Editor Shawn Frank.
Next month will feature a very nice TR4 owned (at the
time) by Randy DeRuiter. I have additional cars backlogged and will probably have stories up through September, when I can restart the cycle with cars from
the 2021 Nationals. However, I’m always on the lookout for opportunities to feature a TTR Member’s car,
so please contact me if you are interested in having
your car featured in an upcoming issue.
As always, I welcome any contributed articles from
any TTR members regarding your car, wrenching, Triumph history or trivia, or almost anything else you feel
might be of interest to the club members.

From the Archives - April 2012

And now for something completely different……...
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Zen and the Art of Trunnion Polishing
After seeing the VTR Nationals in 2011 on Breckenridge, CO (without a car), I was inspired and came
away from the event thinking that with a bit of money, a lot of time, and a lot of learning, I could work on
Nancy’s 1976 TR6 and at some point be able to compete in a scored Concours event. I was not yet a member of the TTR, but I had learned that the 2012 Nationals Event would be hosted by the Houston club at
a Galveston venue. We worked throughout 2012, systematically going through the car to replace, repair,
or restore the various bits and pieces to make it presentable.
Along the way we gained skills and
knowledge in the four types of finish work: painting;
plating; powder coating; and polishing. Of these, polishing is my favorite, because it exposes the natural
beauty of the underlying metal, and once polished, the
metal piece is relatively easy to maintain to a high
standard. At the 2012 show we scored 356 points,
good enough for a Gold Award, and confidence that
we were making progress.
One area that was the last to be restored was the
chassis. In 2012 and 2013 the chassis detailing got as
far as polishing the trim rings and painting the road
wheels, but a quick inspection of the front and rear
suspension, the frame, and the exhaust system
showed lots of rust, caked-on oil, general grime, and
other flaws that were dutifully dinged by the Concours Chassis Judge.
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In early 2014, we took a Leap of Faith, and ordered
the Front Suspension and Steering Magic Kit from
The Roadster Factory with the objective to totally
overhaul the front suspension of the car, and make it
better than new, while retaining the original finish
colors and patina for authenticity. As we worked out
our plan, it became clear that to achieve the desired
results, we would also need to refinish the frame.

Stripping the frame down to bare metal
And so, we completely dissembled the front-end
down to the frame, and then cleaned and stripped the
frame down to bare metal for refinishing. We did one
side at a time, to maintain a fully-completed reference assembly to use as a guide during reassembly.

Grungy
trunnion
Chassis restoration starting point

Refinished frame ready for assembly
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The frame was refinished using Eastwood products
specifically designed for the application. All of the
metal suspension parts, except for the spring, were
catalogued and brought to a powder coating shop to
receive a durable semi-gloss powder coat finish.

Front suspension and steering Magic Kit parts
Among the components in the Magic Kit were new
brass trunnions, the pivot pieces at the bottom of the
wheel spindle that allow the wheels to turn. We had
learned about polishing while working in the engine
compartment, but the solid brass trunnions provided
an opportunity to boost the appearance of an already
nice looking part into a gleaming jewel that would forever be a reminder of the labor of this project.
There are lots of metal polishes out there, but after
a through search of the web, I located a specialty
product…..Trun-Brite, specifically formulated for polishing trunnions. Their slogan “Put a Twinkle on your
Trunnion” convinced me that this might be something
worth trying.
Nancy tested the product on the new Trunnions, and
the improvement was dramatic. The old trunnion was
covered with grime and the brass was not visible.
The new trunnion in the kit was very nice, but relatively dull brass. After polishing with Trun-Brite, the
polished trunnion really did have a twinkle, and was so
bright that we had to be careful not to look directly
at it for too long, for fear of lasting retinal damage.

Trun-Brite trunnion polish

Trunnion triad showing the old trunnion, the new
trunnion from the kit (center), and the Trun-Brite
polished twinkling trunnion.
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The re-assembly of the front suspension went
smoothly as documented in the photo below.

The tranquil Zen of trunnion polishing

Suspension reassembly with refinished frame, powder coated components, new hardware, and a TrunBrite twinkling trunnion. The polish also worked well
on the PDWA brake valve!

Since this project, and corresponding rear-end overhaul and new exhaust, the car has achieved perfect
(or near perfect) scores in the chassis category, and
eighteen months after this project the car won Best
in Class at the 2015 VTR Nationals in Fontana, WI.
Since this project we get a certain amount of satisfaction during the Concours Chassis Judging to provide a nice mat for the judge to get a good look at
the underside. We then offer the judge a flashlight
and a pair of sunglasses and suggest that they check
the detail work on the trunnions with a caution about
retinal damage. Typically, before each VTR Nationals,
I’ll put the car on the lift and detail the chassis with
a soft cloth and Trun-Brite polish the trunnions…..wearing my safety sunglasses of course.

Still twinkling after seven years….
Because of the liability associated with the potentially blinding twinkling trunnions, Trun-Brite has been
taken off the market for general access, but is still
available on a special site on the deep dark web each
April 1.
So now it’s on to the next project…...the Roller Rocker
Upgrade.
jbh
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Spoiler Alert - Solution on next page
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TTR publishes a monthly newsletter, The Bluebonnet, and holds monthly membership meetings on the 2nd Saturday of each month except December (when we
have our annual Christmas Party). For more information, contact Mike Hado
(281.807.4780).
We look forward to meeting you!

Check one:

New Membership

Renewal

Update

Member’s Name:

___________________________________________

Birthday (month/day)

_____________/_____________________________

Spouse’s Name:

___________________________________________

Birthday (month/day):

_____________/_____________________________

Street (or Mailing) Address:
City:

Optional: Send in a photo
of yourself/selves and
your Triumph(s).

__________________________________________________

____________________________________

Home Phone: _______________

Work phone:

State:

_____

Zip: _________

_____________

Cell: _______________

E-mail Address: ________________________________________________________________________
Triumph ownership is not a prerequisite for membership; however, if you do own any Triumphs, please tell us about
them:

Year

Model

_____ ___________
_____ ___________
_____ ___________
_____ ___________
_____ ___________

Commission No.

_______________________
_______________________
_______________________
_______________________
_______________________

Color

________
________
________
________
________

Condition*

______________
______________
______________
______________
______________

*O = Original, R = Restored, B = Being Restored, P = Parts Car

Dues: $30 per year per family.
Make check payable to Texas Triumph Register and mail to Texas Triumph Register, P.O. Box
40847, Houston, Texas 77240-0847). Your cancelled check is your receipt. –or-On-line payment option using Pay Pal available on our website!
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